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This study formes part of an overall study of social welfare 
admimstration in suburban Tokyo, being carried out under 
the Graduate School of Pubhc Admimstrat10n of the 
International Christian University by means of a research grant 
by the Ford Foundat10n. The overall study is concerned to throw 
light upon special areas of poverty and welfare need under the 
already highly developed system of social welfare in Japan. In 
the relatively wealthy countries of the world the number of 
families living in extreme poverty, that is unable to meet 
mmimum requirements for food, fuel, shelter and clothing with 
any regularity, for the simple reason of inadequate remuner-
ation for work done, tends to decrease and the attention of 
social admmistrators becomes focused upon poverty arising from 
special causes such as old age, disabihty, widowhood, regional 
unemployment and temporary inability to earn owmg to illness 
or injury Welfare pohc1es have used two approaches ; that of 
separate provision by msurance for specific causes of need 
backed up by a general assistance scheme to fil the gaps 
missed by the specific schemes and that of non-contributory 
services or allowances applied broadly in a preventative way. 
This・ study is about one aspect of the first approach. Sickness 
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or mjury of the mam wage earner of a fam!ly is one of the 
main causes of need for public assistance. In Japan, out of 
20, 832 persons applymg for Livelihood Assistance (Seikatsu 
Hogo) in June 1965, 49 9% of cases mvolved the illness of the 
househead. The aims of the study were (a) to give a detailed 
account of the various welfare provisions which are used to 
give fmanc回lrelief to families whose main wage earner falls 
il or is injured as they a1ゆか四 the.四burbandistrict of Mitaka 
City; (b〕togam an idea of the incidence and extent of hard-
ship among such workers; (c) to make an assessment of the 
adequacy of the various measures designed to meet the case of 
such workers and of the operation of the measures from the 
‘consumer’point of view. 
The research work was done m the period between July 1963 
and December 1965 by a part time director and a part time 
research assistant using a small team of interviewers durmg 
the summer vacat10ns. It was felt that.by selecting a particu-
Jar area greater insight could be gamed into the details of 
administration and into individual cases. Moreover, since al 
the pro3ects in the 、h'elfarefield had decided to stress the 
demand for胃elfareservices or m other words to approach the 
subject from the 'consumer’upwards, it was thought to be 
worthwhile to try and fit the work of the several sub-sections 
to the Mitaka area as far as possible. Mitaka City was chosen 
for its convenience and accessibility for the part・time team 
What we have presented, therefore, is a study of a particular 
part of胃 elfarem a rapidly expanding outer suburb of Tokyo. 
The picture of social welfare administration that would come 
out of a predominately poor class urban district or a remote 
agricultural area would possibly be very di旺erentand we hope 
that it will be possible eventually to make similar studies in 
other types of field As a suburb of a huge conurbation, 
Mitaka does not neatly fulfil the research needs of al sect10ns. 
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In the case of old people and fatherless families it is convenient 
to make intensive studies of small residential sections within 
Mitaka or to use residentially based lists from M1taka Cityヘ
However, where the welfare demaud is connected to Mitaka by 
workplace and often covered by various agencies dealing with a 
wider area than the city, as with this particular study, the city 
approach could provide only a startmg point and sometimes 
from an ideal point of view, an unsatisfactory stopping po mt. 
The National Background 
In Japan the mam measure for assisting the sick or iniured 
worker is the Health Insurance 〔KenkoHok凶：） first begun in 
1922. There are other specific schemes of health insurance 
covering daily wage workers, seamen, employees of private 
schools and public employees at varions levels, but we shall 
only be concerned with the first of these. There JS also a 
Nat10nal Health Insurance scheme (Kokumzn Kenko Haken) 
designed to cover those uncovered by the other schemes and 
self employed persons A Workmen’s Compensat10n Insurance 
scheme (Rosai) provides compensat10n, medical care and cash 
benefits to persons injured or incapacitated while at work. 
Unemployment Insurance provides sickness benefit to persons 
who fall 11 while in receipt of unemployment benefit Except 
for this last scheme, the various types of health insurance are 
mamly concerned, of course, with the provision of the cost of 
medical treatment and hospitalisation, and the provision of cash 
sickness benefits forms a lesser part of their work. In more 
detail: 
a〕 HealthInsurance is compulsory for al regular employees 
of enterprises employing five or more persons, except those 
employed m agriculture and forestry and hotels and restaurants. 
It provides for the medical care and hospitalisat10n of the 
insured and for half the cost of such care for his dependents. 
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Drugs and applicances to be prescribed are agreed upon between 
the medical profession and the Mmistry of Health and Welfare 
and in practice as there are some drugs and applicances which 
do not fall w1thm the lists there might be some medical 
expenses to be paid by the msured. There are also some small 
nommal charges made for the first examination ( ¥ 100) and 
for hospitalisation (¥ 30 a day〕
A cash benefit during absence from work known as Shobyo 
Teate Kin (hereafter ‘sickness benefit') may be claimed for any 
penod up to six months and eighteen months m the case of 
tuberculosis. The benefit amounts to approximately sixty per 
cent of the insured person’s normal earnmgs and forty per cent 
m the case of hospitalised single persons. The scheme is 
fmanced by a monthly contribution shared between employer 
and employee and by national subsidy. There are in fact two 
types of Health Insurance, that operated by the government 
from local offices and known as Seifu Kansho Hoken or briefly 
‘Seikan’and that operated by health insurance societies, Kumiai 
k酎nPo,which may be formed by an enterprise or a group of 
enterprises employing at least 300 employees between them. 
Societies must conform to the same conditions and benefits as 
the government health insurance as a mmimum standard but 
they do often improve on those of the government operated 
scheme from the point of view of the employee. The extent 
to which this is so in Mi taka enterprises is discussed 
below. In 1964 the number of persons covered by the govern-
ment operated health insurance was 1, 426, 000, representing 
26 4% of the employed population. In the same year there were 
1, 320 registered health insurance societies covering 7, 097, 000 
employees, bemg 15. 2% of the employed populat10n. 
b〕 DailyWorkers' Health Insurance （庇iyatoiKemPo Ho加の
1s operated by local government admimstrat10n on behalf of the 
msurance carrier, the nat10nal government. The scheme 1s 
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intended for persons hired by the day or for up to two months 
only, seasonal workers working up to four months a year and 
persons employed on provisional work lasting up to six months. 
It 1s compulsory for persons employed at work places covered by 
the regular Health Insurance ment10ned above To be insured, the 
worker must take out an insured person’s book from the local 
government o伍ce A record is kept on the card of the days 
worked and the contribut10ns for them shared by the employers 
Only those who have worked for twenty eight days of the 
preceding two months or seventy eight days of six months 
are eligible for benefits. Medical care benefits are almost the 
same as under Health Insurance but continue for two years 
only. Cash sickness benefit may be paid for up to twenty two 
days at one of two fixed rates, intended to be about 6日%of 
the normal daily rates but now somewhat out of date. In 1964. 
there were a total of 947, 000 daily workers registered for msur-
ance, representing 2 0% of the employed population 
c) National Health Insurance is administered by local govern-
ment bodies who are the msurance carriers and any household 
of one or more persons m the rel合antarea may join. Groups 
of over 300 persons m the same occupat10n may also form 
Nat10nal Health Associat10ns, with or without their dependents 
and are then the carriers. It is not possible to belong to more 
than one insurance scheme Medical care is similar to that 
available for Health Insurance except that the insured person 
himself must carry 30% of the costs Also although supple-
mentary benefits m cash may, under the law, be granted there 
does not seem to be a regular system of sickness benefit op-
eratmg under National Health Insurance At the end of 1964. 
approximately 43, 750, 000 persons were members of 3, 570 city, 
town, village or occupational associations. 
If we include the dependents of the three schemes ment10ned 
above together with the insured persons and their dependents 
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covered under・ the health insurance schemes for seamen, private 
school teachers and various kinds of pubhc employees etc., then 
it can be seen that 99 9% of the total populat10n of Japan 
belongs to some form of health insurance. However, only 
about 50. 7% of employed persons are covered for sickness bene・ 
fit of up to six months for illnesses other than tuberculosis. 
Under the provis10ns of the Welfare Pension Insurance schemes 
a disabled or mvahd person may receive an Invalidity Pension 
after three years from the first medical consultation or from 
the cessation of treatment should he remam partially or wholly 
unable to work The scheme 1s compulsory for al workers m 
covered workplaces employing over four persons There were 
82, 648 persons receiving an Invalidity Pension m March, 1964. 
Since these people have ceased to be part of the employed 
population they do not come withm the scope of this study, 
although some of them might be dependents of those covered 
by health insurance During 1964, 370, 000 unemployed workers 
would be able to get sickness benefit instead of unemployment 
benefit but it was not possible to include such persons m 
Mitaka in this study. The Workmen’s Compensat10n Insurance 
is, of course, a parallel scheme to Health Insurance, covering 
the same persons and differs in respect of sickness benefit m 
that it continues for the total period of illness Our interest 
in Mitaka was m persons covered by society and government 
Health Insuranceοand Daily Workers Insurance and both during 
receipt of benefit and after it had ceased while the person was 
stil unable to work. 
Mital屯 City
On the .outskirts of Tokyo, with agricultural land stil to be 
had for factory and housing construction, Mitaka has attracted 
many new companies in the post war years In 1963 over 30, 384 
people were regularly employed in 3, 085 enterprises. The largest 
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number of workers were in the production category, which 
with 16, 771 employees accounted for 55% of al employees. The 
next biggest categories were the wholesale and retail trades 
with 5,823 employees and the service category with 4,846 em-
ployees. Production in Mitaka covers a wide range of types 
of firm and product, from large automobile plants to small 
parts manufacturers operatmg in sheds with a・handful of men. 
A large number of white-collar workers commute to other 
parts of Tokyo, and there is also a remaining but contracting 
agricultural population. According to the 1960 Census 14, 515 
people came to Mitaka daily to work and 22, 449 left M1taka to 
work elsewhere The total population of the city was 98, 038 
in 1960 and 135, 870 by 1965. Nearly 16% of employees are in 
enterprises employing less than five persons and do not there-
・fore come into the compulsory category for Health Insurance. 
For the other non-compulsory categories, figures are not avail -
able for agriculture and fisheries but hotels and restaurants 
had 929 employees m 251 enterprises so that many of these 
would probably be in non-compulsory enterprises by size anyway. 
Table I shows the total number of enterprises and their 
employees in M1taka in July 1963, classi五edaccording to size 
of enterprise〔bynumber of employees) and the type of work 
engaged in. Also given are the numbers and percentages of 
firms and employees covered by the government Health Insur-
ance Figures are also available from the city o伍cefor the 
numbers covered by health insurance societies but as many 
societies do not have their headquarters in Mitaka, bemg 
branches of large companies or parts of federated company 
societies, many of them fail to register their societies locally 
and the figures, therefore, grossly underestimate the number of 
society covered employees. For this reason they have not been 
mcluded m the table. 31. 4% of enterprises covering 25. 5% of 
employees in enterprises of more than four employees are in 
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the Government scheme. 7. 5% of enterprises of over four 
employees do in fact report their societies locally as they are 
supposed to do and these firms, mostly the larger ones, account 
for 43% of employees. This leaves 61. 5% of enterprises and 
31 0% of employees m the compulsory range unaccounted for 
and, m the opinion of Mitaka o伍cialsthis discrepancy is largely 
explained by the failure of societies to report and, since nearly 
all firms employing more than four persons are bound by law 
to insure them it 1s safe to assume that most of this balance 
1s m fact covered by Health Insurance societies. The except10ns 
would be hotels and restaurants and firms whose numbers 
fluctuate around five employees. This is borne out by the fact 
that the discrepancy between the available figures is particular-
ly large for the Wholesale, Retail and Service catego口es. 61. 5% 
。fproduction enterprises in the compulsory category use the 
government scheme although no firms employmg more than 
three hundred persons use 1t, al seven firms having known 
msurance societies. Of the enterprises in the under five em-
ployees categories 1. 5% only were voluntarily in the govern-
ment scheme and only two enterprises with five employees 
were known to be m societies. It see立国 likely that most of 
the remaming small enterprises were unmsured The uncertam-
ty of local health insurance o伍cialsas to the exact numbers 
of employers insuring their workers in their district must 
hamper their e古田tivenessas the local enforcement agency of 
the law but they seemed confident that via employees most 
unmsured enterprises eventually came to their notice and, 
when they did so, said that a warnmg from them was always 
SU伍cientto bring the employer into !me. It is difficult to say 
here whether their confidence is Justified. 
Health Insurance S田ietiesand Sickness Benefit 
Since enterprise operated h田Ithinsurance soc1et1es seemed 
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to be the relevant form of msurance for so many employees 
in (v!itaka it was necessary to have details of some of the 
schemes operating in Mitaka m order to get some picture of 
how they varied in policy and benefits from・ each other and 
from the Government scheme. For this purpose enterprises 
were selected from those whose societies were known to Mitaka 
City. Table I lists a select10n of enterprises having health 
insurance societies. Thirty enterprises were chosen with a 
view to covermg a range of sizes and types of busmess. Six 
of these enterprises turned out to belong to the Tokyo Metal 
Industries Health Insurance Society 〔Tokyo Kinzoku figyo 
k仰 koHoken Kumiai〕towhich thirty-two Mitaka firms belong, 
and four medical concerns belonged to the Tokyo Medical 
Health Insurance Society. In these cases approaches were made 
directly to the Society offices. Enterprise societies were of 
two types, those belonging to one company of which the Mitaka 
plant might be only one of several and mdependent concerns 
which federated with others in the same line of busmess for 
the purposes of forming a health msurance society only There 
市町eeight one-company societies and 22 branches of federa-
tions in the sample. There was no company whose society 
represented the sole branch of that society. In most cases 
society membership corresponded to the total number of 
regular employees which mcluded presidents and owner 
由 anagers. In two cases only was the president of a 
company excluded. Policy towards temporary, part-time, 
daily and new employees varied very much目 Accordmgto the 
Health Insurance Law newly employed persons should be ad-
mitted to the Society immediately Some societies did this but 
many, even large ones, excluded new employees for one, two 
or three months although when and if they completed the trial 
period their society status dated from the beginning of their 
.employment One company vaned its policy within the firm, 
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manual workers having to wait longer to get into the society 
than desk workers Part-time, temporary and seasonal and 
regular daily workers are generally included if they are em-
ployed continuously for more than two or three months but a 
few firms who employ very few of such workers exclude them 
completely. Genuine casual daily !abourers procured from the 
Labour Office and persons belonging to the Daily Worker’S 
Health Insurance are always excluded. 
The mm1mum contribution rates, benefits and rat10 of contn・ 
bution between employer and' employee in the societies must 
correspond to those of the Government operated scheme but in 
fact the societies sometimes improved upon the benefits avail・ 
able under the Government scheme and the enterprise ofte!} 
takes on a higher proportion of the contribution fee. The fee 
itself, however, is often slightly higher than that paid into the 
Government scheme. The change over from Government to 
society operated schemes that has occurred in the past ten 
years seems in Mitaka to have been largely at the instigation 
of the employees and their unions. 
II. Variation in Amounts and Ratios of Insurance Fe田 for20 
M1taka Health Insurance Societies 
Ratio No of Contribution No. of 
Employer : Employee societies % of income SOCl巴ties
50 : 50.00 9 6.0 4 
50 77: 49. 23 1 6 1 1 
51. 61 : 48.39 1 6.2 1 
53 85・岨.15 1 6.3 2 
58. 33 41. 67 1 6. 5 7 
60. OD 40. 00 2 7.0 3 
64. 29 : 35.71 2 
70.00・30.00 1 Government Health Insurance: 
75. 41 : 24:59 1 50: 50 
78. 57 : 2143 1 6.3同
Table I shows the policy of these societies and also of the 
enterprises themselves towards employees who are absent from 
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work owing to sickness or m1ury. Fourteen out of the twenty 
one societies pay the standard 60% of normal earnings for six 
months as calculated by the Government operated scheme and 
laid down by law. Standard normal earnings 〔S〕isthe average 
of the months of May, June and July of basic salary plus allow・ 
ances and overtime. Bonuses are only mcluded if they are of 
the sort that are paid more than twice a year. For the pur・ 
poses of paying out Sickness Benefit, daily earnings are calcu・ 
lated as one thirtieth of the computed average monthly 田mings 
and sixty per cent of this sum is paid for each day’s absence 
(excepting the first four days〕regardlessof days which would 
normally be holidays. In any y回 rMay, June and July are used 
as base months from October only. Should an employee happen 
to have been absent for one of the base months or at least 
twenty days of it then the average of two of the months only 
is taken and if absent for two of the months then one only is 
used. If he is absent for al three of the base months the 
previous year’s earnings are used. 
Three societies pay seventy per cent of S, three eighty per 
cent and one eighty-five per cent. The payment of formal 
sickness benefit by a Health Insurance society does not neces・ 
sarily give a complete account of the employees' receipts during 
absence. In ten cases sickness benefit was made up to some・ 
thing between 80% and 100%。fthe employees usual salary. In 
five of these cases this was done by a mutual aid associat10n 
which itself is generally subsidised by the company. In three 
of the cases the payment m excess of sickness benefit was 
policy even though the sickness benefit paid by the society was 
above average m amount. Employees rece1vmg the higher rates 
of pay durmg absence were also more likely to enjoy longer 
prov1s10n for payment and deferment of the retir即日ntques・
tion, although the continuance of payment vaned by seniority 
m the company and sometimes by rank. TB cases were often 
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allowed especially long extra payment in addit10n to their 
statutory eighteen months sickness benefit. Eight enterprises 
ment10ned making some regular payment after the first six 
months of absence In many cases too the company or the 
mutual aid association make small lump sum presents (omima1・ 
kin〕toworkers who are away il Information about company 
payments in excess of sickness benefit was not always easy to 
obtain as many companies were not sure as to the legality of 
these payments, at least during the mitial six months. There 
is some connection between generosity and the size of the 
society although from interviews it appeared that the strength 
of the trade union, itself related to the size of the enterprise,. 
was the more important factor For example, No. 16, a bakery, 
although a fair sized company with branches elsewhere m 
Tokyo, employs mostly women and many on a seasonal basis 
and has not a trade union and pays the minimum 60% for six 
months. The seven biggest enterpns白 inMitaka employing. 
approximately 羽田0%of the employees in Mitaka are mcluded 
in the select10n of enterprises. 
Government Health InsuraTu曲
The Government operated scheme is handled by the local 
Health Insurance o伍cefor the Musashino district. Information 
about Mitaka was not collected separately and had to be ex-
tracted. In 1963 and 1964 approximately 21. 8% of al persons 
employed in Mitaka were msured by this means. Table IV 
shows the numbers of insured persons m Mitaka in 1963 and 
1964 by income group and sex. Table V gives the number of 
claims for Sickness Benefit made monthly by Mitaka employees 
in 1963 and 1964. The sickness benefit received is always the 
legal 60% of the standard earnings for up to six months or up to 
18 months in TB cases Only on two occas10ns did mformants 
mention any regular payロientover and above sickness benefit 
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IV Government Health Insurance rn Mitaka (Dec. 1963) 
Monthlrn Income Contnbution No. of persons insured 
of the sured ~~r！~~ 牢insured person （守〕 （守） M F 
- 3500 94.5 
3500 450日 126 1 1 
4500 5500 157.5 13 3 10 
5500 6500 189 11 11 
6500 7500 220.5 30 5 25 
7500 8500 252 42 10 32 
8500 9500 283.5 109 37 72 
9500-11000 315 430 145 285 
llOOO 13000 378 677 217 460・ 
13000ー 15000 441 712 253 459 
15000 17000 504 696 308 388 
17000 19000 567 526 344 182 
19000 21000 670 427 329 98 
21000 2300日 693 347 279 68 
23000 25000 756 332 266 66 
25000 27000 819 305 259 46・ 
27000-29000 882 256 230 26 
29000-31500 945 285 255 30・ 
31500-34500 1039.5 265 250 15 
34500-37500 1134 235 221 14 
37500-40500 1228 199 191 8 
40500-43500 1323 130 129 1 
43500-46500 1417.5 91 89 2 
46500-50000 1512 69 67 2 
50000ー 1638 477 459 18 
6665 4347 2318 
都 Halfof the full amount 
The other half 1s paid by employer 
while they were away from work. The trad1t10n of the cash 
gift from the company, employees association or ‘workmates’ 
informally to the absent man was of course followed as much 
m enterprises without their own insurance societies as in 
those with them. 
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V Monthly Claims for Sickness Benefit 
1963 1964 
January 72 40 
February 67 25 
March 82 72 
April 60 70 
May 77 80 
June 74 62 
July 79 60 
August 94 55 
September 91 69 
October 86 34 
November 83 80 
December 45 
865 692 
Individual Cases 
Table VI shows the number of Mitaka employees receiving 
sickness benefit in 1964 divided up according to the length of 
their receiving benefit. From these 460 people names were 
selected for personal interview. Since the purpose of the inter-
views was partly to find out the degree of hardship caused by 
absence from work, the sample was narrowed down to married 
men and was weighted as far as possible towards the long term 
cases. One other practical consideration had to be taken mto 
account, only those who hved in or near Mitaka were included 
with one or two exceptions. Some workers commuted from 
surprising distances to work in Mitaka In fact, an approach 
was made to al of the existing married men who had received 
benefit for more than five months 1n dealing with a sample 
of people many of whose lives and jobs had been disrupted by 
illness and domg so in a suburb of a large conurbation, there 
was a high proport10n of deaths and removals・ to other hom ~s 
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.and other districts However, m spite of the personal nature 
of the informat10n required there were only two cases which 
were dropped because of the informants' lack of cooperation 
.In Table VI the figures m brackets show the number of cases-
which were successfully interviewed Government rather than 
Society sickness benefit rece1pients were used for these personal 
interviews because it was easier to select Mitaka residents・ 
from the insurance office records, which also presented a natu・ 
rally arising range of employees from different types of em・ 
ployment. A few of the larger firms originally offered to・ 
cooperate in this matter but since their employees al received・ 
almost 100% of their usual earnings during their absence they 
were not so smtable for our purposes. 
VI. I>畳takaEmployees Who Received Sickness Benefit m 1964 
under Government Operated Health Insu目立ce
Months of Total Male 
~~g,:'i~！d no. of Single I Unknown* persons Married 
up to l'/2 295 33 (10〕 64 84 
up to 21/2 74 12 (4〕 23 12 
up to 31/2 21 4 (3) 7 3 
up to 41/2 21 8 (2) 3 4 
up to 51/2 10 1 (1) 2 1 
up to 6 28 6 (6〕特 10 1 
Tuberculosis 
cases 
6-12 months 4 1 (1) 2 1 
13-18 months 7 1 (1) 1 (1〕 3 (1〕叩
460 (30) 6 (28〕 112 (1) 108 (1〕
Female 
114 
27 
7 
6 
日
1 
。
2 
173 
Note: The figures in brackets represent persons successfully inter・ 
viewed. 
* It is not possible to know whether a benefit recipient is 
田町riedunless he was at some time hospitalised. 
神 Fourof these目xpersons continued to be 11 and absent 
for a considerable time. 
料体 This person was in fact married. 
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Thirty married men, or their wives, who had received sick-
・ness benefit for varying periods were interviewed in their 
homes during the latter half of 1965 Informants were selected 
from those who were rece1vmg benefit m 1964 In some cases 
the men had been receiving benefit continuously from before 
1964 and m some cases receipt continued into 1965. Smce 
•continuance of absence beyond the six months of benefit was 
of particular mterest from the hardship point of view, too 
recent a period was not desired but against this had to be 
balanced the failing of human memory on the details of house-
1hold accounts The mterv1ews had three mam aims Firstly, 
官 etried to assess the amount of hardship caused by the sick-
mess of the insured person to his family. For this purpose the 
information necessary for an independent financial indicator 
官 as collected Quest10ns were asked about family mcome 
before and durmg absence from work and about size of family. 
•Other quest10ns were asked with a view to fmding out what 
.expenditure was cut out, reduced or postponed. They were 
.also asked for their own assess在日ntof the degree of difficulty 
.experienced Secondly, we tned to get some idea of how in 
fact these families managed durmg the man’s absence from 
work. Quest10ns were asked about loans, credit, gifts and the 
・taking up of part time work by other family members. Finally, 
the mformant’s views on the scheme and its operation were 
gathered. Informants were not shown a questionaire but were 
interviewed at length by one or two of a small team of five 
experienced mterviewers. Some families were visited several 
times. 
The reduct10n of the househead’s income to 60% of its usual 
level will, of course, only reduce family mcome per head to 
about that level in cases where he was the only earner both 
before and durmg absence In Table VII al cases where the 
income per head was reduced to 64% or less of the usual level 
〔i〕
Case 
No. 
6 
30 
21 
17 
27 
11 
23 
24 
2 
7 
13 
19 
:22 
4 
18 
5 
l 
8 
・20 
日
・26 
:25 
3 
16 
:29 
14 
10 
12 
15 
28 
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VII Change m Family Income per Head as a Result of 
Househead’S Jllness for Thirty Families 
(ii) ~~~ rロt~：i〕e：~1ly (1v) (v) (vi〕No m ~~~~F~紳~~~~fd (iv) as Period of economic a% of absence house from work hold (m〕 （皿onths)illness 
6 1230日 4170 32 12 ( 6) 
1 14000 5290 38 13 
3 6330 3580 57 4'!, 
2 日000 4260 47 9 ( 6) 
3 16330 9200 56 9 ( 6) 
4 6000 3400 57 1 
3 10aoo 5680 57 2'/, 
4 8350 4830 59 3 
2 16500 9900 60 6 
3 12oao 7200 60 1 
4 11250 6800 60 5 
2 15000 9000 60 2 
5 8400 5040 60 
4 9750 5980 61 3 
5 9000 5520 61 2 
4 9750 6240 64 
5 9800 6470 65 3 
5 11800 7540 67 
5 12800 9100 71 
5 9200 6600 72 4 
4 7000 5320 76 21/, 
8 8750 6720 77 !'/, 
2 30000 24000 80 
3 23160 18910 82 
6 6870 5790 84 30帥＊
5 17940 15070 84 19 (18) 
5 13200 11260 85 6 
4 12750 11530 90 1 
日 16830 15130 90 8 
6 5500 5190 94 27 (18) 
* This was obtamed by totalling the average monthly earnings of 
all members of the economic household plus regular contributions 
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of non-resident family members and dividing this sum by the 
number of persons resident and sharing the same household ac-
counts. One non-resident dependent was counted as a .member of 
the household 
幹 Thesame calculation as for column (m〕includingthe sickness 
benefit payments but excluding gifts and loans. except where 
these took the form of a regular monthly cont口butionfor 2 or 
more months from a non-resident family member. If a wife or 
other family member took up work temporarily for only part of 
the period of the househead’s illness this was spread over the 
whole of the period of benefit receipt. 
Note Cases nos. 6, 17, 14, 27, 28 were in fact absent from work 
il for periods beyond the limit of sickness benefit pay-
ment The months used for the calculation of average 
monthly family mcome are those of actual absence. The 
figures m brackets represent the months of benefit 
received The benefit thus has been “spread over”more 
months than those in which it was actually received, 
although the total income. over the whole period is correct. 
林水 Thisca臼（No.29) was transferred during the research pe口od
from _Health Insurance to Workman’s Accident Compensation In-
surance (Rosai) which pays benefit until recovery. 
were, in fact, families of this type with the exception of case 
30 who was a single man and therefore only entitled to 40% 
while hospitalised and cases 6, 17 and 27 where the low level 
during illness m spite of having other earners in the family is 
due to the effect of spreading the , amount of benefit over the 
whole period of absence, which went beyond the benefit period 
limit. The slight variation around sixty per cent arises from 
the method of calculating sickness, benefit in terms of a "thirty 
day month, which does not correspond exactly to the number 
of days usually worked or claimed for benefit.• The fourteen 
cases above the 64% level were, therefore, protected from the 
full e旺ectsof the househead’s reduct10n in income by the earn-
ings of other members of the family although in five cases this 
was because the wife or a teenage child specially commenced 
* See page 389, 
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work in order to help the family. If must be ment10ned that 
the income calculated for families with young unmarried earners 
(about eight families〕isa little misleading m that the amount 
they hand over to their mothers for housekeeping is often only 
a small proportion of their earnmgs and is not usually increas-
ed durmg the father’s absence from work. However, as they 
do use this money to buy clothes and other things that would 
have to be provided for younger children it was thought best 
to use the actual salaries as a basis for calculation. Also the 
househeads themselves hand over very varying proport10ns of 
their salaries to the housewife. 
Notwithstanding how people feel ahout their financial situa-
tion during a famlly crisis, the absolute level of mcome per 
head is of more importance in considering poverty in terms of 
fulfilling basic family needs than the percentage decrease of 
income. This will be・ affected by .the number of dependents, 
the level of earnmgs of the earning members of the family and, 
in this case, by the length of absence from work. Using the 
tables used by the Protection Section of Mitaka City for calcu 
lating Livelihood Assistance and making a variety of minor 
assumptions about household conditions it seems that families 
with incomes per head of below 5, 800 and who did not in fact 
become the total dependents of relatives were possibly within 
or near吐ieassistance level. Where the househead was m hos-
pital, however, the mcome per head would have to be about 
1, 000 yen lower. This, of course, applied for some of the 
period to most of these thirty cases Four families were 
nearly at this level (which represents a very low standard of 
living by Japanese standards〕evenbefore the il health of the 
househead (Nos. 21, 1, 28 and 29). However, to drop to this 
level for a very short period is a very different matter from 
existmg at it for some time. Most families had some savmgs, 
or relatives who could help at least for a month or two. The 
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famihes who had an income per head of Jess than 6, 000 yen for 
two months or more were numbers 4, 6, 18, 21, 23, 24, 26, 28, 
29, and 30. No. 17 is excluded because he and his wife became 
dependents of his son as a result of his illness. None of these 
families had any earner other than the househead prior to his 
illness. In cases 26, 28 and 29 the wife and m two cases a 
teenage child as well took up full time or part time work 
during the father’s illness. There were other dependents in al 
cases. Objectively, we might expect these 10 families to have 
been the most adversely affected by the illness of the househead. 
Tables VIII, IX, X, XI, XII attempt to relate how the mform-
ants themselves felt about their fmancrnl d伍culttesdurmg the 
period of absence from work to average monthly family income 
per head before and after absence , to the length of absence ; 
to the percentage change in mcome per head and to the number 
of dependents It can be seen from these tables that seven of 
the above mentioned low income families did m fact claim to 
have felt‘very much，出血culty. Case No 30 said he felt no 
di伍cultyat al This young smgle man was hospitalised for 
varymg periods over two years with tuberculosis. He had 
occasional earnings when out of hospital and his parents and 
other relatives in Shizuoka-ken helped him. Case No 24, a 
skilled lens maker supporting a wife, child and his mother, 
claimed to have felt no di伍cultyat al. He was absent for 
only three months and used up twenty days of paid hohday 
durmg this illness but his attitude was really explained by the 
fact that he received a Jump sum from the company of the 
man who injured him. No. 4 claimed to have felt‘not much' 
di伍culty The husband was at home with a gastric ulcer for 
3 months and supports a wife and two young children. They 
were partly helped by gifts of 9, 000 yen from the company and 
tbe trade union but contributions of this sort were received in 
most cases There were three others who said they felt ‘very 
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Informant's Assessment of Fmanc1al Di宜1culty目Relatedto Average 
Monthly Family Income Per Head before Absence (VIII〕andduring 
Absence (IX) Numbers are Case Numbers. 
VIII. Difficulty experienced 
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yen ドー m叫！出i同三｜ Some I Notmu出 jNoneat al 
under 6,000 1. 28 
8,000 26, 29 11 
10.000 21, 18, 25 22, 5 4, 17, 9 24 
12, 000 23, 8 13 
14,000 6 7, 10 20 12 
16,000 19 30 
18, 000 27 2, 14 15 
over 18, 000 16 3 
IX. 
.under 6, 000 2~： 2~6 29 1 26 ,28 1, 22 4, 17 24, 30 
8, 000 8, 1, 25 7 13, 5 9 
10, 000 19 20, 27 2 
12, 000 10 12 
14,000 
16,000 14 15 
・Over 16, 000 16 3 
百a「~ ll 3 6 6 4 
皿uch’di伍culty One of these (25〕hada low per head income 
during a short absenc・e and five dependents. This was a poor 
family normally and managed by borrowmg and going to the 
"'pawn shop'. Case No. 8 had had several periods of absence prior 
to the one for which he was interviewed so had run down his 
resources. No. 19 had no special additional reasons for hard-
ship but took a bitter view of the whole subject. The reasons 
affecting an mformant’s response to how he felt about his 
situation are numerous and the character of the informant 
himself and his general impressions of the period of illness as 
one of anxiety, mconvemence or disappointment may affect his 
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Informants' Assessment of Fmancial Difficulty Related to Percentage 
Change m Average Monthly Family Income per Head (X) and to the 
Length of Househeads Absence from Work (XI) 
x. 
出 chan肝 Iv町ym旧chI ~~ite a I Some I陶山hlN雌山1
minus O"ler 
60同 6 30 
50% 21 7 
40% 23, 19 11, 13, 2, 27 2 24 
30% 1, 8, 18 5 4 
20% 25, 26 20 9, 17 3 
10% 29 IO, 16 12, 14 15 
1再 28 
XI. 
months 
up to 1/2 8, 25 7. 16 1. 2, 5,20 12 3 
21ん 23, 19, 18, 26 
31/, 1 4 24 
4'/, 21 9 
5'/, 13 
6'/, 10 2 
121/, 6 17 15 
181/, 27 30 
over 18'/, 29, 28 14 
XII. Informants' Assessment of Financial Difficulty Related to the 
Number of His Dependents* during Absence 
Ivery m田hlQ山tea凶 Some I Not m叫＼None山 .1
over 4 25, 18, 29 22 
3 6, 26, 28 11, 5, 13 4, 9 24 
2 21, 8, 23 7, 10 20 
1 16 27 2, 12 15 。 7, 19 14, 17 3, 30 
* Dependents were defmed as persons with an mcome of less than 
4, 000 yen a month. In fact none of the above dependents brought 
any income to their fam1hes 
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judgement of his fmancial di侃culty. For some families, for 
mstance, the ab1hty to borrow money eased the situation, while 
for others getting into debt was a source of worry and gave a 
feeling of di伍culty. Table XII relates informants' assessment 
to the number of his dependents during his absence from work. 
Of the 14 m the 'very much' and 'quite a bit’ca tegones 11 
had two or more dependents. Of the 19 with 2 or more depend-
ents 11 were m the top two categories, 5 in ‘some’and 3 in 
the bottom two categories 
Smee hardship may be caused by one or more of several 
factors it was not to be expected that the correlat10n between 
any one factor and the informants' experience would be signifi-
cant for such a small sample * There was some connect10n 
between family income per h田 d,before and during illness. 
The number of dependents and informants' assessments of 
difficulty but almost none in the case of the percentage drop in 
income and length of absence. This does not mean, of course, 
that the length of absence might not be the most important 
回目eof hardship for a particular family. Of the ten cases 
absent for six months or more four claimed to have experienced 
quite a bit or very much difficulty and four of the remaming 
six had a normal family mcome per head of over 18, 000 yen a 
month which they were largely able to maintain during illness. 
With long absences the existence of other earning members of 
the family becomes very important 
Informants were also asked whether there were any special 
r田 sonsfor difficulty m the case of their family. Thirteen said 
that their usual pay was only iust enough for the family and 
indeed these families were in the lower half of the mcome per 
* The correlation coe田c1entsfor family mcome before and during 
absence, number of dependents, percentage drop in family income 
and length of absence were 0. 42206, O. 354481, 0. 3545, 0. 0023856 
and 0 083618 respectively 
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head hst. Eight persons由ent10nedthe loss of overtime op-
portunities and bonuses adversely affected. Incidental e百ectsof 
illness mentioned were the loss of work of a wife who had to 
look after him and the expense of trips and telephone calls to 
Iwate-ken where the man was in hospital. One person men-
tioned medical expenses above those covered by msurance. 
Asked whether the informant’s illness had coincided with some 
other family expense, the illness of other members of the 
family and the entrance of a son into high school were men-
tioned and two cases said that they happened at that time to 
be already m debt. All but one of the 19 people giving mfor・ 
mation in answer to this line of questionmg had claimed to 
have experienced more than ・some'fmancial di伍cultyin the 
period. 
The reduct10n, cancellation and postponement of items of 
expenditure shown below are md1cative both of hardship and 
also of how the family made ends meet Two of the fam1hes 
stopping milk had young children. All the families econom1smg 
on foodstuffs claimed to have suffered more than ‘some’di伍ー
culty. 
XIII. 
Reduced Cancellations and Postponements Expenditure on 
~ ロ ’ーω 吋gいロ0 コ、~ eロ! 者 '" ] 1 a旬~ に』【“ 自。) ! _g 、o<l o<l ド~ ロ。 官i
可宮出。古コ
出~ ! 注" ω 。 (!) ’ロ~国m 切回 口．古口" 切 : 官Eロ吋" z“ ω ωロ~ 出邑] 」2• 国~ z 
No of 13 5 6 13 11 4 4 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 6 cases 
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When a man’s mcome is reduced to sixty percent of its usual 
level or after a while to nothing, he can do one or several of 
seven thmgs; use savmgs, realise assets, borrow, accept gifts, 
go on public relief, reduce expenditure or someone else m the 
family can go out to work. For 29 couples m this study, this 
last was seldom the answer Only four out of 29 wives normal-
ly worked Only four more took up work as a result of their 
husband's illness. One of these did part time canvass mg for 
only fifteen days earning 7, 500 yen although her husband was 
absent for twelve months with a cerebral hemorrhage. The 
family was large but there were no young children. Another 
wife took up part time sewmg, making about 5, 000 yen a month. 
She had two children under four years old and her husband 
was unable to work for nme months. The wife of a man who 
was away for nearly three years with tuberculosis earned 
15, 000 yen as a domestic helper until her husband returned to 
work. The fourth wife who went out to work was that of a 
carpenter who lost an eye in an accident and was unable to 
work for two and a half years She had three children of 
school age Altogether there were 9 families that had children 
under school age and 6 wives were aged 50 or over. Sons and 
daughters in their late teens also commenced work as a result 
of their fathers' illness. 
Eleven informants said that they had borrowed money to help 
them manage Three borrowed from more than one source. 
The three loans from their employers were in the nature of an 
advance of salary Only one person borrowed from money 
lenders and another from the‘pawn shop'. One man admitted 
that he borrowed in order to continue building his own house. 
Most loans and the largest loans were from relatives and 
f口ends.None of the families applied for Livelihood Assistance, 
although about 6 might have qualified for it. Twelve inform-
ants said they used their savings All but 3 of them had a 
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usual income of over 9, 000 yen per head. 
Only eight of the thirty informants did not receive some sort 
of gifts. Thirteen said they received money from 'the company’ 
or 'the president’， eight mentioned gifts from their work-
mates or payments from a mutual aid association among 
their workmates or their trade umon and eight told of gifts 
from relatives. One of these was not so much a gift as the 
fact that the informant was kept by his eldest son, with whom 
be did not usually share accounts. Most of the amounts were 
between one and five thousand yen, except for those from 
relatives which were anything up to 100, 000 yen. 
The policies of employers towards employees with long illness 
is interesting. Many informants felt bitterly about the effect 
of their absence on their bonuses, as many had been countmg 
on tbe bonuses to pay for clothes, t口psand house repairs. Of 
tbe 25 who had bonuses usually, 17 said that their bonuses 
were adversely affected. The extent to which the bonuses 
were a旺ecteddepended upon the number of days absent in the 
year or the relevant six months 〔bonusesgenerally being paid 
twice yearly), smce although bonuses are usually spoken of in 
terms of‘so many months salary' in fact this is worked out as 
a percentage rate to be multiphed by the number of days 
worked. There was in no case any suggestion that employers 
had done anythmg but follow the normal calculations but, 
nevertheless, the disappointment was keenly felt. Three men 
mentioned the ‘loss of nght’to a paid hohday, smce presuma-
bly their allocation of days which they could take o百hadbeen 
taken up by illness.* Others mentioned loss of semority, pro-
mot10n and pay 岡田e It IS di伍cultto say anything about the 
キ Contraryto European and American custom, the Japanese practice 
is for the employee to have so many days a year, according to 
seniority, on which he can be absent without loss of pay for what-
ever cause. He can very rarely take more than four or five of 
these days consecutively for purely recreational purposes. 
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pohcy of employees towards continumg these men, because the 
sample of long term cases 1s so small. Some near retirement 
age retired voluntarily, two changed to lighter iobs Two 
others, stil absent at the time of mterv1ew, were afraid they 
might be dism1ssed, although after over a year’s absence they 
had not yet been so. One man said he didn't fear dismissai 
smce he worked on contract with his own gravel truck and 
another had gone back to his company for only three days a 
week after a year o百w1thcerebral hemorrhage. Three others 
went back to their old iobs after long periods away, one of 
these after three years absence. However, one man with TB 
and stil il at the time of interviewing said he was‘forced’to 
retire after ten months illness. He was the company presi-
dent’s driver. Another, who had had several spells of absence 
with cerebral hemorrhage, said he was fired 'the day he came 
out of hospital' On the whole the impression received is not 
one of any rigid apphca tion of rules about retiring after s1x or 
twelve months absence 
Lastly, the. informants were questioned on their view of the 
distribution of benefit and the system 1tself The process of 
gettmg sickness benefit is as follows; firstly, the claimant 
must fil in the application form which can be had from the 
msurance office. There 1s a section to be filled m by the em-
p]oyer and the doctor as well as one for the applicant After 
he has stamped it with his personal stamp (han〕hesends it 
or gets it taken to the msurance o侃ce. The o伍cethen checks 
on the information g1 ven and calculates the benefit owing to 
him. This takes anythmg from ten to thirty days at which 
time che claimant will rece1ve a card from the o伍cenotifying 
him of the time and place of payment. He can either pick it 
up from the o伍ce,a bank near his home, a post o伍ceor re-
cei ve it by registered mail. Some person other than himself 
may pick it up for him, providing that person brings along the 
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necessary stamp and documents identifying the claimant. Bene・ 
fit can be paid weekly or fortmghtly. 
Table XIV shows how the informants received benefit and 
how convement they found the process of applicat10n and 
receipt. 
XIV. 
Convenience HoCN；；~~~；s~ Benefit was Collected Total 。fProcess f Ways Mentioned) 
~dpany R";jst r・ Collected f Collected from 且ankor Post Insurance 
Ev~h'i~g 0田ce O節目Mail 
臼uI a蜘 S Self j 0伽 S
Convenient I 2 2 2 2 引3 19 Inconvenient 2 1 2 11 Total 2 4 2 3 5 30 
Not surprismg!y, many applications found filling in the forms 
troublesome and time consuming Others mentioned that it 
was complicated when someone else picked it up for you or 
when the postman bringing registered mail had found everyone 
out. A lot of this is perhaps unavoidable but we think it is 
important that the process of getting often anxiously awaited 
welfare money should not be too complicated or mconvenient 
More general comments on the Sickness Benefit were con・ 
cerned not so much with the amount of benefit but that it 
should be paid more quickly and for longer than six months 
and for longer than eighteen months in the case of tuberculo・ 
sis.* The quest10n of speed of payment was mentioned in 
practically every case. The families who had no other wage 
earner than the m man were particularly embarrassed when 
sickness benefit was not received until after two normal pay 
* Permanently invalided or disabled persons are covered by Welfare 
Pension Insurance. See page 378 • 
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days had passed by. Practically everyone, too, spoke of the 
need for more explanation of the process of application for and 
the calculation of benefit. Misunderstandings themselves caused 
delay in many cases and seven informants had not heard of 
sjckness benefit until after they became il. 
In conclusion, there is no doubt but that sickness bene-
ht as it now is under tbe Health Insurance scheme, does a lot 
to prevent real hardship However, if the aim of insurance 
benefits is to relieve hardship a flat percentage rate is but a 
crude method. There are several devices, al or some of which 
would do something towards helpmg where help is most needed: 
( a) Allowances for dependents This could be in terms of 
a flat sum or an mcreased percentage. 
〔b) A mimmum level of benefit regard］白sof normal bene-
fit四 tein order to assure that low mcome families shall 
not drop to the assistance level 
(c〕 Anincrease in the period for which benefit can be paid 
( d) An increased rate after a certain number of months 
illness to offset the e旺ectof used up resources 
( e) A clearer explanation and wider publicity of the processes 
of application in order that hardship is not caused by 
delays as a result of the mistakes of the applicants. 
Daily Worker E阻 IthInsurance 
It is necessary firstly to distinguish at least three kinds of 
daily paid worker. Firstly, there is the really casual worker 
whose relationship with his employers is temporary and im-
personal. He, or in立国nycases she, finds work which is gen-
erally unskilled labouring through the local Job Security O節目．
The work may be for private or public bodies or may be spe-
cially shared out work on public unemployment rehef locat10ns 
In Japan workers employed in this way are sharply distmguish-
ed from the regular employees of a company and are not 
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usually included in the benefits and obligations of ‘belonging’to 
a company. These workers are known as‘hiyatoi’and those 
who expect to earn money m this way for some time are 
nearly always members of the Daily Worker Health Insurance 
scheme and often of the Daily Workers trade union Secondly, 
there are daily paid employees who have a semi-permanent 
relationship with one or two employers They have often be-
gun the connection privately througb the introduction of 
friends. The degree m which they are included m the benefits 
available to the 'regular’employees varies and they are some-
times covered for health insurance by the companies msurance 
society. The employers obligation to provide a full month’s 
work and the employees obligation to work every day is a 
lighter and looser one than in the case of regular workers. 
Thirdly, labourers used m construction type work are mostly 
organised mto small labour gangs (kumi) under their own labour 
bosses. The gangs themselves may be of many years standing 
but the turnover of some of the members might be qmte high 
In this way the large sub-contracting firm can av01d the vari-
ous obligations of an employer Some of such workers may 
be m the Daily Worker Health Insurance scheme or in 
ordinary Health Insurance but, m the op1mon of the daily 
workers trade union (Zen Nicki Ji Ro〕， manyof the smaller 
gangs neglect to fulfill their obligations to cover their members 
by some form of msurance under the acts. Construction com-
pames do employ some casual labour through the Job Security 
Office but during the months of January, February and March 
they bring m labour from rural areas and local casual labourers 
cannot fmd work so easily at this time. The total number of 
casual daily workers in a particular district is always di伍cult
to calculate Much of the work is taken up temporarily_ and 
much without any reference to o伍cialoffices of any sort The 
Health Insurance scheme which is operated by M1taka for the 
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Mitaka area is perhaps the best guide to the numbers of daily 
wage workers. At the end of 1964 the Health Insurance mem-
bership was estimated to be about 1,300 Since many workers 
who move from the d田tnctfail to notify the city office as 
they are supposed to do an exact figure at any one time cannot 
be given. The Mitaka branch of the Umon of Daily Wage 
Workers (Zen Nicki Ji Ro〕claimsthat i回 membershipof about 
600 covers almost al the workers on the projects and those 
outside living m M1taka or Musashino. Another union, the 
Democratic Labour Union (Zenkoku Mi柑huRodo Kumiai〕， ac-
counts for about 50 more daily wage workers. It is probable 
that union membership corresponds to the hard core of long 
term daily wage workers smce msurance membership can also 
be used to cover provisional and seasonal workers Records 
collected by Mitaka Job Security O節目， whoin cooperation 
with the cities handles the unemployment relief work and other 
daily wage work, cover M1taka and Musashino and Chofu cities 
as well as Kiyose, Kurume, Hoya, Tanashi and Komae towns. 
For this whole area an average of 2, 155 persons a month m 
19白 wereprovided with daily wage work, an average of 13, 503・ 
of these persons being on unemployment relief projects. In 
April, 1966 the number of project workers for whom Mitaka 
city was responsible was 577, employed on various public works 
throughout the whole Job Secu口tyOffice district. 
In order to quahfy for Unemployment Relief Project work 
the applicant must be over thirty, without a job, the head of 
the household and in need of earnings Many of the workers 
are in fact widows. Women may also qualify if their husbands 
are sick A jobless person is one who has applied and failed 
to get a job through the local Joh Security O伍cefor thre・ 
months The work provided in the Mitaka area is at one of 18 
designated places such as parks and public offices. The scheme 
is operated by cities or towns in cooperation with Tokyo and 
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the central government. Road construct10n, ditch and pipe lay-
ing work is also provided for workers in the scheme by these 
three bodies. Work is allocated in the following way. Each 
worker qualified has an identi五cationnumber and pnonty of 
application goes by numher 田 chmonth, I. e.・thenumbers 1-
1日目 mighthave priority this month and 101-200 the next month 
After working a month re-application must be made, except 
for those who also want private employment if any is on o百町
and who, therefore, apply daily. These latter are about forty 
per cent of the total numher of project workers. There are 
four classes of wage rate accordmg to the type of work. The 
highest rate 1s 675 yen and the lowest 580 yen daily. The low 
rate 1s for hght work such as might be requested by a worker 
after a period of illness or injury. It 1s possible for project 
workers to receive up to three bonuses ; one each from the 
central government, Tokyo and the city.* In 1965 the total 
bonus was 51, 204 yen To receive bonuses it is necessary to 
have worked more than a day a month for six months or two 
days a month for three months The number of persons quah-
fymg m Mitaka in 1964 and 1965 was approximately 500. 
Work for private employers or for public bodies other than 
the iobs reserved for the Unemployment Relief Project may 
also be had by daily application to the Job Security O伍ce.
The rates for such work are considerably higher than for the 
project work but work ts not always plentiful and the Labour 
Office and the union cooperate in rationing the work, for 
example by placing a limit of two or three months per worker 
at one iob. At times of low lahour demand, the Mitaka o節目
has at the request of the Umon of Daily Wage Workers, pro-
vided jobs such as road gravellmg and ditch cleaning. In such 
cases the city cooperates with the Union and the Job Security 
* Bonuses for daily wage workers were begun in 1950. Before then 
they were able to borrow money at the end of the year 
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Office m the allocation of work to md1v1duals. Basically, the 
daily wage worker applying to the Office is regarded as a 
“jobless”person who has to turn up once a month to get his 
daily workers card stamped m order to remain “in line" for 
available work. This sometimes causes il persons to return to 
work briefly so that they may not lose the status of d田ly
wage worker at that office. 
The Daily Worker Health Insurance .scheme was designed to 
cover people who are employed for short periods in various 
work places Enterprises which fall mto the compulsory田 te-
gory (i e over four employees) for their regular employees 
must also pay employers contribution on behalf Of their daily 
casual, temporary and seasonal workers.* However, the em-
ployee cannot ioin unilaterally or rather he could get a daily 
workers book from the city o節目 but1f his employer 1s not 
‘in the scheme' there 1s no way in which he can get the requi-
site stamps put on the book. Accordmg to the Union many 
small scale employers are not in the scheme and although local 
XV Number of Insured Daily w。rkers
No. of DW Books Stil E百ective
No. of DW Books in 1963 Year Issued That Year Total M F 
1958 648 263 158 105 
1959 395 49 31 18 
1960 310 47 23 24 
1961 263 80 48 32 
1962 329 289 139 150 
1963 252 252 126 126 
Totals in 980 525 455 1963 
* According to the regulations the scheme can be compulsorily applied 
to persons employed provisional』yby tbe day or for less than two 
months, to seasonal workers employed for less than four months 
and to persons employed on work of a pr。vrsronalnature for less 
than s皿 months.
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XVI. Sickness Benefit Payments 
(Cases Each Month March加 February)
1964 十｜÷l剖十十l~l引十
1965 
o伍cialsms1st on their joining when cases come to their notice, 
it has been d伍cultto use compulsion with the borderline size 
concerns in times of iob shortage As explained below unless 
a casual worker works at least a certain minimum of days he 
does not qualify for any benefits under the scheme and has no 
incentive to be m it, therefore, unless he regards dally labour・ 
ing as a fairly regular source of income for him. 
Sickness Benefit for Daily Wage Workers 
Benefit may be paid for up to a maximum of twenty two 
days counting from the fonrth day of absence. In order to 
quahfy for benefit the worker must have paid contnbut10ns 
for at least 28 days m the preceedmg six months In 1965 the 
daily contribution was 13 yen each from employer and employ・ 
ee and 10 yen each 1f the daily earnings were less than 480 
yen. Sickness benefit m 1965 was 330 yen for those whose 
daily rate had been at least 480 yen and 240 yen for those 
whose rate was less than 480 yen The maximum amount for 
22 days then was 7, 260 yen. In order to receive benefit appli ・ 
cation must be made to Mitaka City or Musashino Insurance 
office with al the relevant documents. 
Table XV and Table XVI show the number of insured daily 
workers in Mitaka and the number of payments of sickness 
benefit between March 1964 and December 1965.* A detailed 
＊ The records are collected from March to March 
January and Feebruary 1966 were not available yet 
and those for 
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count is not made annually but the number of books issued in 
1964 was approximately 426 with losses durmg the year of 
about 119 so that the total of da!ly worker books approved and 
e百ectiveat the end of 1964 was nearly 1, 300. Those曲目swho 
had received benefit for the maximum of twenty two days 
were selected. There was a total of 24 cases out of the 75 
that received benefit between March 1964 and October 
1965. Out of these 24, 7 had either moved or were otherwrn< 
not traceable, 2 were dead and 1 would not cooperate with 
interviewers The remaining 14 plus the widow of one of the 
deceased persons were mterv1ewed early m 1966. 
X:Vll. 
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I M 65 Married U. R. Project (Park) 
2 F 47 w~~~~~~d Husband ef~~0~！7:o~i~~~~~b:Sa~u〕per・ 
3 M 61 Married U. R Project (Road Repairs) 
4 M 65 Married U.R~~ls)oject (Pipe Laymg, 
5 F 46 Married, Husband Private Construction. Does 
Retired (age 55〕 not Qualify for U. R. Work 
6 M 67 Married U. R. Proiect (Roads) 
7 M 47 ~£~：~f31口n;i~：t For Private Company 
Dependent on Brother 
8 M 59 Marned U. R. Project (Par!ζ〕
9 M over 40 Married U, R. Project 
IO M 60 Married U. R. Project (Roads) 
1 F 51 Wrdow U, R. Project 〔RoadsRepairs) 
12 F 58 Widow U. R. Project (Museum) 
13 F over 40 Wrdow U. R. Proiect (Park) 
14 M under 45 U. R. Project (Roads〕
15 M 49 U. R. Project (Misc 〕
The high age level of these daily wage workers reflects that 
of all the workers on the unemployment relief projects Casual 
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day labouring 1s sought after by widows, retired men and men 
SU百eringchrome recurring il health who are unable to main-
tam their jobs with former employers or to keep on with their. 
origmal skilled trade. Work for these sorts of people 1s not 
always plentiful and it must be noticed that the umon and the 
individual informants al stressed taking of turns or waitmg 
for ones turn at available work and also the dangers of losmg 
one’s right to it or the d1伍cultiesof getting back mto the sys-
tem. Demand for temporary labouring of a strenuous sort is 
largely met by small gangs (kumi) of young workers under-
their own labour bosses who are on contract to large construe-
tion companies. They do not appear to feature gr回 tlyamong 
the members of the Daily Wage Worker Health Insurance. 
Case No 2 in the list is not typical and is that of the wife of 
a well-paid pressman who took up supervision of school road 
crossings at a time when not enough people came forward to 
do the work However, when women on the unemployment 
rehef projects came forward to do it she gave it up At the 
outset it was thought that these casual workers whose earnings 
were low would suffer greater hardship from loss of田 rnings
than persons in the government scheme, for whom sickness 
benefit could continue for five months longer However, some 
of them were in fact protected from hardship by tl;le earnings 
of grown up children. Others stil had teen-age children to 
provide for and two cases (4 and 9〕hadreceived livelilood 
assistance from M1taka city. 
It can be seen from Table XVIII that in most cases the inform-
ant’s income formed less than a third of the total family mcome 
and, therefore, since sickness benefit formed at least fifty per 
cent of the informant’s mcome m nearly al cases, 1t would not 
be expected that his or her loss of incon:o would make much 
difference to the family as a whole for the first month of 
absence from work This is to some extent misleading as in 
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XVIII Income, Length Absence and Informant’S Assessment 
of Financial D1ffc1lty 
Ff~~~~：r:r’s ie Informant’s Case Size of Family t~~~~：：k Assessment Economic Income of Financial no Household per Head Brackets〕 Di侃cu!ty
I 5 84, 300 (14, 300〕 16,860 60 days Not much 
2 3 68, 000 (13, 00日〕 22,660 60 days Not much 
3 7 56, 000 (15, 500) 8.000 40 days None at al 
4 2 34,000 (34,000) 17,000 55 days Very much 
5 5 50,000 (15,000) 10,000 27 days Very much 
・6 4 40, 000 (16, 000) 10.000 61 days Some 
7 2 20, 000 (20, 000) 10,000 51 days Not much 
8 6 82, 000 (15, 000〕 13, 600 60 days Quite a bit 
9 7 20, 000 (15, 000〕 2,850 8 months hup to deat Very much 
10 2 30,000 (15,000) 15,000 32 days Not much 
11 4 97, 000 (12, 000) 24,200 25 days Very much 
12 4 33,000 (13,000) 8,200 25 days Some 
13 5 92,000〔14,000) 18,400 28 days Not much 
14 4 27, 480 (14, 880) 6,870 28 days Quite a bit 
15 5 50,000 (13,200) 10,000 32 days Quite a bit 
Note : All cases received one payment of 7, 260 yen benefit for the 
periods of absence listed here. The mcome m brackets ceased 
during absence m al cases. 
households where unmarried children’s mcome totals high, the 
amount handed over by them to their mother for 'keep’is 
generally only between a third and a half of their salary. 
They do not seem to have contributed more durmg their 
・parent’s illness but since they use their mcome to buy clothes 
.and other personal thmgs that would have to be provided for 
younger children, it is preferable to calculate the total family 
income. For this reason, perhaps, some mformants had a sense 
-0f hardship not entirely consistent with the total family income 
(Cases 8 and 11). It is perhaps best to look first at the回目s
where 'very much' di伍cultywas felt In both Cases 4 and 
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9, the daily wage worker’s income had been almost the total 
family income In Case 4, an elderly couple, the wife’s 
sister and child also hve in the same house in order to look 
after the wife who had become bedridden. This widow and 
her child in fact receive livehhood assistance as a separate 
family and the informant himself received livehhood assistance 
for the two months that he was il. His wife's long illness 
has been a drain on his income, although he had received medi-
cal expenses on her behalf from the Daily Wage Worker Health 
Insurance the period for this had now run out. This man 
receives a specially high rate owing to his skill in pipe laymg 
and can get work even out of turn He is anxious about the 
possibility of this special work finishing in which case he 
would get only the usual maximum rate of 650 yen. 
Case 9 is that of a man who had su百eredfor some time 
from a weak heart which prevented his working a full month 
In November 1964 he entered hospital where he died m June 
1965. His widow gave mformat10n. At the time of his illness 
none of his five children was earning. The widow now receives 
livelihood assistance for herself and the two children remaining 
at home. Case 5 1s that of a woman da!ly worker who 
works on the roads but not in the projects because, since her・ 
husband is not sick but retired, she cannot qualify They have 
three daughters aged 20, 22 and 23 who contnbute very little 
to the family mcome She was anxious about the growmg 
scarcity of 'pnvate’casual 、il'ork Case 11 is that of a 
widow with three sons who earned good wages as drivers. It 
IS di伍cultto explam her assessment of her situation except as 
anxiety about keepmg the home runnmg for her sons while she 
was il. Three other informants claimed to have had ‘quite a 
bit’of di伍culty.In Case 8, the couple hve with three earning 
unmarried children and a high school daughter and the inform-
ant had in fact been il on and of for three y田 rs,always 
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managmg to return to work at the hght work rate m order to 
remain in the scheme and quali五edfor benefit (Doctors CO・ 
operate to some extent by giving illnesses a di旺erentname as 
far as possible as benefit cannot be given for the same illness 
more than once m a year.) The eldest son increased his contnb-
ution to the family mcome but this was partly o百estby the 
wife’s expenses m getting to and from the hospital. 
Case 14 has the second lowest family income per head. The 
informant and his wife are both da!ly wage workers and hav~ 
two young children. The period of absence about which he 
was interviewed was short but he had since been hospitalised 
and absent for a much longer period. In Case 15 again the 
husband had several periods of illness durmg the last two 
y回目. His two daughters and his wife work and there is a 
dependent son. 
The negative connection between higher income per head and 
di伍cultyfelt 1s a reflection more of the continuance of income 
from other family members than a result of actual income level. 
Of the six cases who had experienced no or not much difficulty 
four had a family income per head of over 15, 000 yen and one 
other (No. 7) became a dependent of his brother. The remm-
mg case (No. 3) with a per head income of only 8,000 yen but 
a relatively short period of illness claimed to have felt no dif-
ficulty at al mamly because his present situation was so 
much better than that of a few years ago when none of his 
six children was earning On the other hand two of the six 
fam1hes with incomes per head of 15, 000 or over felt very 
much difficulty (Cases 4 and 11 described above〕， and
the remaming four were the same four ment10ned 1ust above. 
The length of Illness IS also a factor although, as already 
mentioned, it is necessary to examine the case history in detail 
in order to appreciate the long term length of illness Five of 
the seven cases with more than three months illness in the 
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year prior to interviewing claimed to have experienced some or 
more 白血cu!ty. The really important factor however, 1s not 
so much family mcome itself as the extent to which 江田nbe 
kept up by other earning members of the family durmg the 
informants absence from work. Real hardship is likely where 
the absent workers’income was the mam income of the family 
and the illness is prolonged or recurring or there are depend-
ents. Children, whose existence causes financial di伍cultyfor 
the young worker might be an asset to the older worker. 
As with the workers covered by Government Health Insur-
ance these daily wage workers were asked questions about the 
steps they took to manage during the period of reduced income 
and also about their views of the scheme and its administra-
tion. Seven informants mentioned first of al special reasons 
for difficulty. Cases 9, 1, 14 and 15 said that their usual in-
come was only just sufficient Three mentioned the expense of 
hospital visits by other family members and one case said they 
had to pay 300 yen a day for hospitalisation. Case 4ロ1en-
tioned his wife’S illness and in Case 9 one of the children 
had appendic1t1s at the same time as her father was taken 11. 
Asked about .add1t10nal financial help three said they used 
savmgs, four borrowed from relatives, and three received gifts 
from relatives. Five other cases did none of these things. 
Seven rnformants mentioned reducing expenditure on al house-
hold and personal items and four specifically said they reduced 
expenditure on nothing. Two others cancelled their newspaper 
and one family postponed buying a refrigerator and bu!lding a 
shed onto their house. As already mentioned, two cases received 
hvelihood assistance from the city. On the whole, the daily 
wage workers were less specific about the details of their 
household expenditure than were the regular workers on Gov-
ernment Health Insurance. 
Asked about collection of payment ten persons said they or 
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their wives went to the office, and three of these found it very 
inconvenient However, eleven persons found the system of 
collect1on convenient. One arranged to pick it up from a bank 
and in three cases the trade union ‘did everything'. Informant 
No. 15 mentioned that benefit had to be collected from・ the 
o伍cebetween 10 a m. and 1 p. m. but that in his case the 
postcard informing him about collection arrived late and he 
had to take a day of from work in order to get the money. 
On the subiect of the scheme generally, as might be expected 
many informants complamed about the short period for which 
sickness benefit may be paid under the Daily Wage Worker 
Health Insurance The authorities feel that a long period 
might be misused by persons who had no mtention of taking up 
daily work in any case but, given proper medical cert!毘cation,
there does not seem to be any reason why the same length of 
benefit should not be given to dally wage workers as to regu-
lar workers. The short period undoubtedly increases hardship. 
Even more mention was made of long periods before benefit 
could be received and waits of two or three months were m・ 
stanced On the whole, these mformants seemed better inform・ 
ed about sickness benefit than their counterparts msured under 
regular Health Insurance. This 1s certainly due to the e宜orts
of their trade union which has carried on a campaign in recent 
years to b口ngthe existence of sickness benefit under the 
Daily Workers Health Insurance scheme to the notice of its 
members and to explain the procedure for getting it. Many of 
the mformants said they knew about the benefit for the first 
time from the trade umon On the 25th of every month the 
union o伍cialsmake it their business to look after app!icat10ns 
for benefit. The union also has the extens10n of benefit period 
, tosix months as one of its campaign aims but, m the mean・ 
time, has. formed a mutual aid association among its member~ 
and those of fourteen other organisations. The members must 
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be persons workmg for the government, which, of course, many 
daily wage workers are doing The monthly fee of 35 or 45 
yen 1s borne entirely by the members, who can receive 1, 500 
yen for an illness causmg absence of thirty or more days, as 
well as various other benefits m the event of fire, death, acc1-
dents etc The member organisations are responsible for the 
scheme which has to be registered with the Public Welfare 
Bureau of Tokyo government. Only two of the fifteen inform-
ants were in this Association and many who are qualified to 
belong did not wish to spare the money for the contnbut10ns. 
The Remainder 
If we assume that employers ful且Ithe regulat10n to insure 
their employees when they number more than four persons, 
then the number of regular employees entitled to receive sick-
ness benefit in Mitaka was 25, 689 (1963). This leaves 4, 695 
persons employed m 2, 188 enterprises with less than five em-
p!oyees Since 97 of these employees were known to be cover-
ed by Health Insurance there remam 4, 558 who were probably 
not covered. 2, 657 of these people were employed in retail and 
wholesale enterprises and 1, 061 m the ‘service’category of enter-
prises The form of health insurance mtended to be used by 
such workers is the National Health Insurance scheme operated 
by Mitaka City, which as we have seen earlier does not give a 
sickness benefit. In 19臼， 22,367 persons in 6, 312 households 
were in this scheme. Employees, and adult earnmg members 
of the family are usually counted as a one person household 
even though the young employees of many retail stores live 
‘as family' with the shopkeeper. These 6, 312 househeads were 
occupied m the following ways: 
? ?
? 制；：~ed 1~~~~~：ed 1~号 1~~音量白内~n＼コ
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Under other types of occupation would be included persons 
doing casual, seasonal and other non-regular work. From these 
figures it would not seem that many of the 4, 558 employees in 
small enterprises are in this scheme Some, such as office 
workers or filling station employees, possibly are in the society 
health insurance schemes of larger companies not known to 
Mitaka city but 1t is less hkely that retail concerns with less 
than five employees are branches of large concerns Further 
research into the busmes connect10ns and workmg cond1t10ns of 
very small enterprises would have to be done before such 
questions can be answered. Many young persons however com-
ing to work in Tokyo do postpone joining the local nat10nal 
health scheme until after their first serious illness 
The employees ment10ned above are regular employees. In 
addition to these there are also 1, 300 members of the daily 
wage workers health insurance who are employed locally. This 
scheme may be used to cover provisional and seasonal workers 
but none of the twenty one compames mterviewed did so al-
though some of them made new workers wait three months 
before benefiting under the company scheme. In any case 
they would not be eligible to receive any benefits until they 
had worked for twenty eight days. It 1s possible for workers 
transferring from other compames to keep up their coverage 
under government health insurance for one year, providmg they 
belonged for at least two months previously Special applica-
tion has to be made. Inevitably, under the present system, 
there will be some wage－田rnersas well as those in small 
enterprises who will for various reasons not be covered for 
any kind of sickness benefit The total number of its nature 
js田甲oss1bleto calculate but 1t would seem that in M1taka in 
1963 a minimum of 4,000 persons are involved The actual num-
ber is probably much higher. The types of persons involved 
Ere・ 
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Employees of small enterprises and of hotels and restau-
rants and agricultural enterprises not covered by Health 
Insurance, 
Daily wage, seasonal and free lance workers not m the 
Daily Workers Health Insurance; 
Workers currently meligib!P for benefits under the Dally 
Workers Health Insurance; 
New workers in enterprises with company operated Health 
Insurance societies who are not yet permitted to benefit 
under the scheme and who are not covered continuously or 
by the Daily Workers scheme; 
Temporarily unemployed persons not covered by Unemploy-
ment Insurance or covered but not yet ehgible for benefits.* 
In add1t10n to those who are either more or less permanently 
or temporarily uncovered for sickness benefit we must include 
those persons who are msured but whose benefit per10d has 
run out 1. e.: tuberculosis health insurance cases after eighteen 
months, other health msurance cases after six months and 
dally wage workers after twenty two days. In the case of the 
older worker we have seen that the family might be m a pos1-
tion to manage by the earnings of unmarried children or for 
even older persons to retire and live with a married son. 
Likewise the young unmarried worker can often continue to hve 
at home supported by the rest of the family. It is the married 
* Unemployment insurance is compulsory for enterprises employing 
more than 4 persons If an insured person becomes il while re-
ceiving une叩ploymentbenefit he may receive a Sickness Benefit 
of the same amount instead for the remainder of the period for 
which he was entitled to receive umployment benefit. The period 
varies between 90 and 270 days accordmg to the length of his pre-
v10us employment at one place. There is a waiting period of two 
weeks before Sickness Benefit is paid and he must have been in-
sured for six months in the year before unemployment in order to 
qualify for unemployment benefit. 
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man with dependents or the older couple without earning child-
ren (but not yet old enough for a pension) who would be most 
likely to suffer hardship if they were uninsured or out of 
benefit. In仕1ecase of regularly employed persons m small 
enterprises employers sometimes pay salary or part of the 
salary for a month or two but small shopkeepers at least are 
not in a position to do this for any longer although they might 
keep open the man’s job for him without pay and take on 
someone else on a temporary basis. The final recourse is to 
apply for livehhood assistance. All the mterviewed famihes 
were asked about livelihood assistance and it has been noted 
that families who do quahfy for assistance do not necessarily 
apply. It was our impression that there is considerable shame 
attached to receiving assistance and fear and resentment at 
possible enquiries mto family possessions that an assistance 
case worker might make. Only two families, both daily wage 
workers, had taken this step One case of an umnsured worker 
who became il came to our notice and is given as an example: 
Mr. C was a carpenter employed by a sub-contractmg 
construction gang At first he jomed the health msurance 
scheme that the group belonged to (society operated health 
insurance〕buthe dropped out because he didn’t want to 
pay the “high”contributions. He was a daily paid worker 
with a more casual relationship to the gang than the others. 
He mtended to join the Daily Worker scheme but before he 
did so fell on the way to work and badly cut his wrist, 
severing tendons and mam blood vessels He went to hos-
pital and his wife had her baby early as a result of this 
and he had to leave hospital to care for their six year old 
child When his wife came out of hospital he had to go 
back in because his wrist had become mfected. He was 
unable to work for a y田 rand can now do only light 
work. During this year .his wife attempted to keep the 
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family by part-time cleaning, putting the mfant mto a 
public nursery. For several periods she was unable to do 
this because of accidents or illnesses of the children. Bemg 
uninsured they had to pay al hospital expenses. They 
borrowed money from the wife’s brother (10, 000 yen) and 
smaller amounts from their parents m Iwate-ken and 
other people They used the pawn shop. They tned to 
keep out of livelihood assistance because “they had heard of 
the di伍cultlife such people had to lead and how people 
talked about such people”． 
This person’s uninsured s1tuat10n was of course his own fault 
but even 1f he had remained msured 1t would have provided 
benefit for only half the period. 
In order to find out to what extent persons receiving live！ト
hood assistance did so, at least partly, because of the illness 
of the househead，国serecords of those newly entering assist-
ance between June 1964 and June 1965 in Mitaka City were 
examined • Newly arising cases were used because more detailed 
a_nalyses fo可thesecases had been done by the office. Out of a total 
of 161 new cases 68 families had an 1! househead All but three 
of these househeads were not working. The total numbers of 
fam1hes receiving assistance at that time fluctuated between 
1, 027 and 1, 056. Table XIX gives mformat10n for the 82 fam1hes 
for whom illness of a family member was the main cause of 
need for assistance. A random select10n of half of these cases 
was made and these 48 cases were further examined. There-
fore, nine cases of illness of some other member of the family 
than the househead are included in this sample. Table XX 
shows the age and sex distribution of the sample. Included in 
the 48 sample families are 10 who received only the medical 
assistance which is available for families who are borderline 
本 Itwas not possible to examine records at first hand and informa-
t10n was extracted on request by public oficials. 
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XIX (a) New Livelihood Assistance Cases in Mitaka June 1964 
June 1965 and (b〕Sampleof Th田ewith Typee of Insurance 
of Househead 
Types of Insurance 
Types of Family Total Sample 
a[b[c[a[e[t[g 
Head 3 I 1 Head Il 
Families Working Others 1 7 6 1 with Il 
Someone 
Employed Otheer Head 13 10 2 1 1 0 
Persons Il 
4一一一一Working Others 1 。Il 
Families Head Il 52 28 十~~十ド 7 with No・one Others Il 2 2 Employed 
Total with Illness 82 c~g) [ oj11J 1J 9J oj2oj 1 as a Causes (68) 
Other Causes 161 
Total 243 
a Society Health Insurance 
b. Government Health Insurance 
c. D白！yWorker Health Insurance 
d National Health Insurance 
e. Others 
f No Insurance 
g. Not Answered 
Note : Figures in brackets are number of house/ieads il 
cases for livelihood assistance Some receivmg livelihood as-
sistance also received medical assistance. Eleven persons were 
receiving livelihood assistance under special provisions for the 
prevention of tuberculosis and for mental il health. There 
were 19 one person famihes, 13 two person families and 16 
families of three or more persons Only five persons said that 
th:,Y had received sickness benefit As to the type of worker, 
33 were employees and of these 11 were“labourers”， 7 shop 
workers, five factory workers and five domestic workers and 
five unspecified The monthly income of househeads just be・
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XX. Heads of Households Receiving 
Livelihood Assistance (Sample) 
Age Gro叩 IMale I Fem山 iTo回I
20-24 。 1 1 
25 29 4 。 4 
30 34 10 2 12 
35-39 4 2 6 
40-44 6 1 7 
45-49 4 2 6 
50-54 2 1 3 
55-59 2 1 3 
60-64 2 。 2 
65-69 3 。 3 
70ー 74 。 。 。
75ー 79 1 。 1 
38 10 48 
fore coming into assistance ranged from less than 5, 000 yen ta 
more than 55, 000 yen However ten of the sample had no m・ 
eome and for another ten no information was available. Of the 
remairung 28, 14 had monthly mcomes below 20, 000 yen. An・ 
other surveヴ of176 protected Mitaka families carried out in 
July 1965* shows that the reason for need for assistance was 
caused by the illness of the h凹 seheadin 42 2% of cases and 
a further study of families ceasing to be protected showed that 
32 3% did so because of the recovery of health by the house・ 
head. Although the informat10n田 notsufficient to know for 
.certain whether longer or more widely spread sickness b町四日t
would have made any difference to M1taka fam1hes who rec白ved
livelihood assistance, it can be said that illness is the greatest 
smglβcause of need for assistance and that persons uncovered 
for sickness benefit are significantly numerous amongst those 
rec白vingassistance because of illness. 
本“TheNature of Families Receiving Public Assistance in Mitaka 
City" Shimada Tomiko, B. A Thesis, 1966, ICU. 
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-Comments 
The first thing to strike a stndent of social welfare in Japan 
is the variety of schemes and benefits covering the il and 
.absent worker. He migbt be able to receive sickness benefit 
under one of ten different schemes.* He will most likely be 
paymg contribution for some sort of health insurance, un-
employment insurance, workmen’s c田npensat10nmsurance and 
明 elfarepension insurance. Finally, he may be helped by public 
assistance. Our interviews showed that the members of the 
various health msurance schemes were often confused and 
poorly informed about their own scheme. They often thought 
,・they had received benefit under one scheme wh町l1Ilおctthe 
records showed otherwise. Apart from creating confusion the 
・divers品tyof schemes has two other e百ects: Firstly, it 1s ad-
.ministratively expensive since the different schemes employ 
・separate sta旺sat different locations. Five di旺erentoffices were 
,.dealing with the insurance of absent workers m ¥Vlitaka, viz 
the society office, the Health Insurance Office, the Workmen’s 
,Compensation 0伍ce,the Job Security Office, and the city office 
.of Mitaka. Secondly, diversity itself makes the collection of 
.accurate mformat10n difficult and this must hamper the e旺ec-
tive enforcement of the health insurance laws. It must be said, 
however, that given the complicat10ns of the system the various 
responsible offices operate the day to day functions of the 
sche潤 eswith considerable e伍1ciency,with the exception that a 
.speedier method of payment of sickness benefit would be de-
sirable. The Ministry of Health and Social Welfare is, of 
.course, a官官reof the need for greater standardisation of contri-
* Society health insurance, government health insurance, daily Mrk-
ers health msurance, seamen’s insurance, public corporat凹nmutual 
aid asso口ations、nationaland local public service mutual aid as-
sociations, and private teachers’and 叩1plo;eesmutual aid associa・
tions 
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but10ns and benefits and this 1s one of their aims. Smee the 
employee is now paying contributions to four social welfare 
measures, however, 1t would seem that a umfied Social Securi-
ty scheme covering all these areas and compulsory for all per-
sons (somewhat on the lines of the United Kingdom National 
Insurance) would be the answer In one respect the Japanese 
system of social security already resembles that of the U. K. 
in that a variety of welfare insurance and health benefits are 
supported from below by a basic anti-poverty assistance pro・ 
gramme available to all regardless of insurance membership. 
In both countries the receipt of assistance by large numbers of 
a group supposed to be covered by msurance is a mark of 
failure of that msurance to achieve adequate protection. In 
the U K. more than two thirds of the people receiving assist-
ance are over retirement age, in spite of more extensive and 
higher retirement pensions than available m Japan, and sick-
ness or disablement was a factor m forty per cent of the total 
number of cases The conditions and amounts of sickness 
benefit are not easier or more generous than those of Japanese 
Health Insurance except in the important respect that under 
certain conditions they can continue indeflmtely In Japan, on 
the other hand, at 40 per cent of the total cases 1l!ness of 
the househead 1s the gr田 testsmgle cause of commg mto need 
of protection, and about 35 per cent of all recipients are over 
fifty years old. The reasons for these differences are complex 
and, mterestmg as they are, 1t is not possible to go mto them 
here The point we wish to make is simply that it was not 
the intent10n of either the U K or the Japanese assistance 
systems to provide for persons whose cause of need is supposed 
to be covered by social security insurance. Our study in Mi-
taka suggests that allowances for dependents and a longer 
period of benefit would keep many families from droppmg to a 
standard of livmg within or close to the assistance level 
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Whether 1t leads them actually to apply for assistance is, as 
we have seen, connected very much with social attitudes about 
public assistance. The sample of Mitaka Assistance cases sug-
gests that even more comprehensive coverage of health msur-
ance would reduce the numbers m need of protection. 
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